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REMARKS

Claims 1-18 are currently pending in the Application. Claim 1 7 is currently amended to

clarify the subject matter of the claimed invention, without acquiescence in the cited basis for

rejection or prejudice to pursue the original claim in a related application. Claims 19-20 are new.

No new matter has been added.

L Rejections of the Claims tinder 35 U.S.C. § 1 12, First Paragraph

Claims 5-7 and 9- 1 2 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, as failing to

comply with the enablement requirement. Applicants respectfully traverse.

A. Applicants respectfully submit that the standard for determining whether the specification

meets the enablement requirement is whether "the experimentation needed to practice the invention

undue or unreasonable", MPEP § 2164.01 citing Mineral Separation v. Hyde, 242 U.S. 261, 270

(.1916). MPEP further mandates that "even though the statute does not use the term "undue

experimentation\ it has been interpreted to require that the claimed invention be enabled so that any

person skilled in the art can make and use the invention without undue experimentation." MPEP §

2164.01 citing In re Wands, 858 F.2d at 737, 8 USPQ2d at 1414 (Fed. Or. 1988).

In addition. Applicants respectfully submit that MPEP 2 1 64,01 (a) explicitly mandates that

"[i]t is Improper to conclude that a disclosure is not enabling based on an analysis of only.oneof

the above factors while ignoring one or more of the others .

1
' The same section ofMPEP further

lists the eight factors that the Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit requires in determining

whether any necessary experimentation is undue. These factors include (A) the breadth of the

claims; (B) the nature of the invention; (C) the state of the prior an; (D) the level of one of ordinary

skill; (E) the level ofpredictability in the art; (F) the amount of direction provided by the inventor;

(G) the existence of working examples: and (H) the quantity of experimentation needed to make or

use the invention based on the content ofthe disclosure.

Applicants respectfully submit that the final Office action did not analyze any of the above

eight factors but just summarily concluded that "[t]he elaim(s) contains subject matter which was not

described in the Specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the art to which it pertains, or
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with which it is most nearly connected, to make and / or use the invention." The final Office action

then concludes that
£i

[o]ne reasonably skilled in the art could not make or use the invention from the

disclosure int eh specification, coupled with information known in the art, without undue

experimentation." Although the final Office action provides some reasons by citing to some

passages in the Application, Applicants respectfully submit that these passages merely represent one

or some embodiments of the invention and shall not be read into the claims to limit the scope of the

claims. Applicants further respectfully submit that although the final Office action provides some

reasons for the rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, which Applicants respectfully

traverse, the final Office action fails to consider the eigh t factors required by the Federal Circuit

and MPEP .

Therefore, Appl icants respectfully submit that the ground for rejection of claims 4-7 and 28-

30 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, for failure to meet the enablement requirement may be

improper. Applicants thus respectfully request withdrawal of the rejections and reconsideration of

these claims.

B. The final Office action cites to Fig, 4 and its corresponding pp. 21-22 to support the basis for

the enablement rejection of claims 5-7 and 9- 32 under 35 U .S.C § 112, first paragraph.

Applicants respectfully submit thai " [limitations appearing in the specification but not

recited in the claim should not be read into the claims." MPEP § 2106 citing E-Pass Techs. , inc. v.

3Com Corp., 343 F.3d 1364, 1369, 67 USPQ2d 1947, 1950 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Applicants

respectfully submit that Fig. 4 and pp. 21-22 merely represent one or some embodiments of the

invention and thus should not be read into the chums

C. In addition. Applicants respectfully point to several examples in the Specification which

provide clear written description to enable one ofordinary skill in the art to make and use the

claimed invention without undue experimentation. Applicants further respectfully note that the

following examples are provided for illustration and explanation purposes only.

Applicants first respectfully point to p. 3, /. 20~p. 4, L 6 which provides, as some background

information and to the extent pertinent, that "[t]he value *Z\ however, does not represent a state of

either 0 or I . The value
4

Z' , . . represents the state of a signal notbeing driven or .floating . .

.
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When not actively driving a signal* an electronic device . . . may present a high-impedance state, or

4

Z" state, at its output. . .

."

Applicants then icspcctfulh point toy /? II IO-Io which lllustiatc some embodiments o{

the claimed invention i hese passage.-, ohow that when an analog csieim block tec cues a / sdhic

U o , floating \aiuc) of an input no, the input is not being dment, simuLttot i Oft enables the analog

cuiuit block to sohe for that node as if it Mere an output of the analog block /> /'/ / /*-/< 20,

I " fusthet ilhistiates that, m some embodiments, when an input to analog block 20 i js a / \aUie

then such an input to analog cucmt block 203 is not being dm en b\ anothei device or cueuit {) In

this ease simulator 100 sol\es for the analog encuu block 203 absent the input to analog block 203

and ptopagabs the analog block solution it e , signal \ alne) to other fan outs of net 202 using the

output portion of the analog input These passives cleat Iv pto\ ide sufficient w utten desenpuun to

enable one of ordmarv skill m the ait to make and use the claimed invention as encompassed sn

ckum 5 winch tn pait. seated simulating the cticml design b\ modeling at least one of said output

as an analog output signal turn* said analog cuctut to node- v\ hen said at least one of said

output if in said high impedance state ' {emphasis added )

In addition Applicants iespeethillx point to p 12,1 if^-p 13.1 o u Inch states, to the extent

pejtineut " when digital sate 201 dmcs am mm-/ value onto netwod node 202 e\et\ fanout of net

202 including analog cncuit block 20 * connected to net 202 i analog block 20 i in this evample

includes among othet things components Rl R2 and uansistoi devices Ml M2> tecene this non-/

\ alue as an input However, nhen digiud gate 201 is not dmmg an output signal of 0, 1 ot X,

digital gate 20 i pie tents a / \ alue ti e floating) output onto net 202 ' That is w hen the digital

gate 20} dines am non-7 \ahie ti e , not floating oi not in high smpedence state}, e\et\ fanout of

net 202 including analog cuciut block 203 receives this non-Z \alue as an input rather than an

output as tSlusnated ju the piece^ltng paiaaiaph imtnediateK oho\ e when the digital ctuuit block is

not dm nig an\ non-7 values \pphcants therefore tespeetinlh submit that these esempkm

patautaphs cleat K ptowde sufficient wtuteii description lot the claimed nnention of the independent

claim 5 which i cures, to the c\tent pcittnent,
1

otmulaung the citcuti design b\ modeling at least one

of said output a?> a digital output signal from the couespondmg digital circuit to said node when

said at least one of said output is not in said high impedance state (emphasis added }
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Therefore, Applicants respectfully submit that since claim 9 recites similar limitations as

does claim 5, and claims 6-7 and 10-.1 2 depend from claims 5 and 9 respectively, claim 5-7 and 9-12

are believed to have satisfied the requirements under 35 U.S.C § 1 12, first paragraph. Applicants

thus respectfully request the withdrawal of the rejections and reconsideration of these claims.

II. New Claims

Applicants respectfully submit that new claims 19-20 are also believed to be allowable due to

at least their dependency upon the allowable base claims.

III, Allowable Subject Matter

Applicants would like to thank the Examiner for finding claims 1-18 to be allowable over the

prior art of record.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, all claims are believed allowable, and an allowance of the claims is

respectfully requested. If the Examiner has any questions or comments, the Examiner is respectfully

requested to contact the undersigned at the number listed below.

Applicants) hereby explicitly retracts and rescinds any and all of the arguments and

disclaimers presented to distinguish the prior art of record during the prosecution of all parent and

related appiication(s)/patent(s) } and respectfully requests that the Examiner re-visit the prior art that

such arguments and disclaimers were made to avoid.

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fees due in connection with the filing of this

document to Vista IP Law Group's Deposit Account No. 59-1 105 , referencing billing number

7010652001 . The Commissioner is authorized to credit any overpayment or to charge any

underpayment to Vista IF Law Group's Deposit Account No. 50-1105 . referencing billing number

7010652001 .

Respectfully submitted,

Date: August 2 L 2008 By: /Erich C. T/ou/

Erich C. Tzou
Registration No. 56,927

VISTA IF LAW GROUP LLP
1885 Ltindy Ave., Suite 108

San Jose, CA 95131

Telephone: (408) 321-8663 x. 205

Facsimile: {408) 877-1662
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